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Acts 25:1-27

A sin is dangerous to the body and soul. A sin is doubly
dangerous when it is mixed with other sins. For
example, when pride (i.e., breaking the 1st Commandment)
and rebellion (i.e., 4th Commandment) are mixed, you
obtain a prideful rebel. Or, when hate/murder (breaking
the 5th Commandment) and falsehood (i.e., 8th
Commandment) are mixed, you get a lying murderer.
And so, when a sin is mixed with one or more other
sins, motives and actions become very complex. This is
the reason why human people are often so very complex
– sin upon sin creates very complex motives and reasons
for doing what we do.

we have a predictable way of covering our sins with socalled pious motives. And so, generally speaking, the
motive on the surface is typically not the same motive
underneath. That is to say, behind many of the pious
motives, words, and actions of mankind are complex
layers of sins at work at the same time. For example, the
billionaire giving millions of dollars to create drinking
water wells in a third world country? Yes, this is good;
however, he is also doing this for a tax write-off and to
create good publicity for his company. Alas, it is quite
problematic when we do the right thing for the wrong
reason for this blurs sin and righteousness.

In the case of Acts 25, the Chief Priest and Leaders
combined hatred and hypocrisy. On the one hand, they
acted like they wanted a fair trial for Paul in Jerusalem,
but secretly they were planning a murderous ambush
for Paul if he were to be transported to Jerusalem for
trial. And so, they were hypocrites with hatred – they
were breaking both the 8th Commandment and the 5th
Commandment at the very same time.

This can be quite confusing for the Christian to maneuver.
For starters, we Christians should consistently assess our
motives – why are we doing what we are doing? There
should always be a consistency between our thoughts,
words, and actions. When there is not, that not only
creates a troubled conscience but is frankly unhealthy.
Secondly, how do we Christians handle this when dealing
with other people? While we Christians can be wise as a
serpent, knowing that people often conceal their sinful
motives underneath pious actions and words, we

As already stated, in life, we often mix sins together at
the same time. However, while we mix sin upon sin,
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Christians still need to uphold the 8th Commandment.
We Christians must always put the best construction on
people – what they speak and do. Using an old idiom,
we must judge the book by the cover. What people say
and do need to be taken at face value, while we are
simultaneously wise to emerging ulterior motives.
Back to Acts 25. After attempts of the Chief Priest and
Leaders to trick Paul into coming to Jerusalem for a trial,
long story short, Paul appealed to the Emperor’s
Tribunal. Paul, a Roman Citizen, appealed to a higher
court to hear his case. As a Roman Citizen, Paul had
this right. Instead of being delivered to Jerusalem to
stand trial and certain death, Paul appealed to go ‘up the
food chain’ as they say. Paul defended his innocence by
asking to be put before Caesar. Now, there are several
things to note in this section of scripture. First, the
Apostle Paul was not trying to get out of some
punishment. No, Paul is completely fine with being
punished if he did do something wrong (See 25:11).
And so, for us Christians, when we break the law, we
should welcome a just and fair punishment. We should
even thank civil magistrates for their punishment when
the punishment is fairly administered. However, when
we have done nothing wrong, we should use every
opportunity to prove our innocence. And so, we should
roll over and take a just punishment for an unjust action;
however, we should fight for our innocence within the
left-hand kingdom to prove our innocence.
Some believe that Christians should never engage in the
court of law by appealing to 1 Corinthians 5. Now,
while Paul says that Christians should not take things to
court, we must keep in mind that he is referring to
disagreements in the civil realm – between two
Christians. He is not referring to criminal infractions
with the ‘state.’ The point being, why on earth would
two Christians take a problem to a pagan court? These
issues among Christians should be worked out before
the saints and not the world. However, regarding issues
of criminality, Christians should seek to receive fair
punishment for their wrongful deeds when they are
guilty and also use every means possible to prove their
innocence when they have done nothing wrong.
As a way to summarize this chapter, the Christian lives
in a world of complex motives derived by sin upon sin.
The Christian also lives in a world where justice is
sometimes difficult to reach. And so, the Christians is to
be innocent as a dove and wise as a serpent, yet again.

